2016 Teaching Lab Upgrades

Look what we did over winter session in Departments of Biology, Physics & Environmental Conservation!

Room 339 Morrill 3 now has new projection equipment, AC, shades, electrical drops, lab benches and seating.
Room 343, Morrill 3 improvements included lab benches, seating, electrical drops, AC, projection equipment, and exhaust fans.

Projection Equipment was also added to 5 additional teaching labs in Morrill.
Electrical Drops were added in Biology teaching labs to make microscopy more convenient and eliminates tripping hazards.

AC in teaching labs create a comfortable space to learn and will allow for summer use.
In Hasbrouck, Physics Teaching Lab initial upgrades consisted of cosmetic improvements and better lighting.

ECO teaching labs in Holdsworth have new technology which allows for team based learning!
Eco teaching Lab infrastructure upgrades consisted of furniture, improved power, better lighting, colorful room cosmetics, and AC.

• And we’re not finished yet, stay tuned and don’t be afraid to make recommendations!